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Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge the Nukunu and Ngadjuri
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples.

Context
Service Context
Gladstone Kindergarten is a School Based Preschool on the premises of the Gladstone Primary School. The Preschool Program averages 10 enrolments
each year. In 2021 we have above average enrolments with 20 children enroled. 50 % of children travel to Preschool by bus from the surrounding
communities of Caltowie, Georgetown, Gulnare and Yacka. We average 1-2 Children who identify as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander. 2-3 children
receive intervention programs for Speech and Language delays.
The Preschool program runs for Full Days on Tuesday and Wednesdays in Term 1 and Term 2. During Term 3 and Term 4 the children starting school the
following year attend an additional Full Day on Thursdays.
The Kindergarten Amalgamated into a School Based Preschool in 2017 with Gladstone Primary School and Georgetown Primary School. In July 2018 the
service moved onto the Gladstone Primary School site into a new purpose built facility that is alongside the Reception/Year 1 Class. The service is across
the road from the Private Primary School, Saint Joesph's Parish. Gladstone High School is approx 1 kilometer away.
The service provides Funded Occasional Care on Wednesday and Thursday mornings, and Playgroup on alternative Fridays.
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Context
Statement of Philosophy

Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab

At Gladstone Kindergarten quality relationships with every child, family & our community are essential to children's learning. Children are competent &
capable learners. We provide a challenging, nurturing, play-based learning environment where every child has the right & opportunity to achieve their
potential.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice
The Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF) over arches the curriculum development to enhance every child's learning and development. The Principles
and Practice are embedded in the day to day operations of the centre. Each child's knowledge, ideas, culture, abilities and interests are at the centre of
our programming cycle, planning for children's learning and development. The daily routine allows children maximum time to participate at their own
level. The Educators recognise all children bring different experiences. Documentation at Gladstone Kindergarten is produced in different forms.
Educators write notes in the day book and take photos to show the children's learning journey and progress. Educators have secure and respectful
relationships with all the children in the centre. They are attuned to the children's needs and interests. Educator's relationships at the centre heavily
support each child's agency to make choices and decisions in a supported environment. Critical Reflection on each child's learning and educators'
practices is part of our daily routine, formally and informally. Educators frequently share `wonderings' and `findings' from observing children or secondary
sources of information such as readings, trainings, Facebook posts or articles, etc.
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1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
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5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety
Educators consistently support, monitor and promote each child's health needs through their relationships and daily interactions. Children's medical and
allergy needs are available in the centre for visiting educators to familiarise themselves with and current educators to use as a reference. The children's
personal files with original documents are kept in the school office.
Educators have developed a procedure in line with the SIDS guidelines for the rare time we have an infant sleeping during a session.
Occasionally we have infectious diseases in the community. If we are informed about a child with an infectious disease all parents are notified and given a
fact sheet. All Educators have current first aid training. Food is supplied by parents at the centre. We have `fruit' time in the morning. Children's lunch
boxes are kept in a fridge provided. Children eat around mid-day. Educators encourage children to eat “Fresh Food First' and explain the quality of food
they are providing their bodies and how packaged food can be stored for another time. Children are consistently outside participating in physical activity
through their play. The outdoor learning space provides open space to run, climb ride bikes, loose parts to drag, lift and build and gardening to engage in.
Risk Assessments and Risk Benefit Assessments are completed formally and informally.
Emergency Procedures are displayed and practiced periodically. The centre has a mobile phone with all children's primary contacts.
All Educators have current Mandatory Notification Training.
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment
The Service is integrated. When we work in this way all children have the opportunity to access all areas of the learning environment inside and outside.
This provides many opportunities to incorporate the natural environment into all areas of the facility. Educators bring natural materials into the indoor
learning space for use in the play dough, making, building, make-believe play and monitoring. Some Examples include pine cones, seed pods, rocks,
plants. Most of the children choose to spend most of their time outside. Educators are skilled at following children interests and leads. Working in this
way provides intentional teaching opportunities around caring for living plants and animals, environmental changes, sustainability and self risk
assessment when climbing, running and exploring. We have many adventures outside the Kindergarten yard to the school, park and walks around the
town. Children are encouraged to explore but stay together. This includes the children participating the the Occasional Care and Kindergarten Program.
We believe the environment is a 'third teacher'. During Planning and Programming Educators plan for learning spaces and experiences in the environment
through invitations and provocations. This includes small changes such as how a make believe play scene will be provided to larger long term plans such
as building developments like where and what tree will be planted in the yard. Children are provided with many opportunities to develop their sense of
agency when choosing what they want to do where. Most inside materials go outside because that is where they like to be. Children are taught to adjust
to the weather to protect themselves with rain coats, boats, hats, sunscreen and shelter.
Educators adapt the environment to the needs of the children. The center has disability aids for those who require them (ramps, disabled toilet, rails). The
relationships Educators have with Families allow us to work flexibly to the needs of the child and build on their independence.
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Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements
The centre always maintains a minimum of the required ratios. The Department of Education have a Human Resources (HR) System to ensure all staff
have the correct qualification, first aid and mandatory notification requirements and criminal history checks. All staff, including relievers must present an
`authority to work' before commencing work. The Department of Education have clear professional standards that are reviewed alongside the EYLF
Principles and Practices. Educator Relationships are highly valued. Educators work professionally and always have the children at the centre of everything
they do and say.
Educators always have the children's needs at the center of what they do. Risk Assessments are carried out for excursions. These are developed as a team
and Co-ordinated by the Education Leader. For regular excursions a general Risk Assessment is completed and reviewed each time. These type of
excursions include Local Walks around town and visiting the Residents at the Laura hospital. We use Risk Assessments at attend to any possible risk when
a plan of action, This ensures the children's and Educators safety comes first.
The centre uses regular relieving Educators when possible to ensure consistency of relationships and routines for children and families. The advantage of
operating a small centre at the Primary School is having accessed to trained teachers when an emergency arises. If an Educator has to leave suddenly due
to illness or an emergency, personnel in the school can step in to retain a quality program for the children with Educators they have a relationship with.
Educators use Non-Contact time to attend to Programming and Administration tasks. Tasks are prioritised in order of importance for children's learning,
families and for meeting NQS or Department requirement. When we work in this way Children's Learning and Families needs are met, This helps brings
clarity for busy Educators.
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Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children
The Educators have developed a supportive environment for all children through their relationships. The warm, trusting and respectful relationships
educators have with the children promote successful learning opportunities, the children have a sense of security, self-esteem and wellbeing. Educators
support children to develop their relationships with their peers. They spend time assisting them to think of someone else's point of view, to develop
empathy and make connections. Educators work with children to develop negotiating strategies to work through their ideas and conflict. Our Behaviour
Management Procedures respect the rights of each child; the victim and the offender so that it is a learning experience for all involved. Children are given
opportunities to make choices.
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities
Families come to the service for CAFHS Appointments, Playgroup, Occasional Care or Preschool. Educators have great skills in making them feel welcome
and comfortable. Families are encouraged and given a range of opportunities to be involved with the centre and learning program. Parents and families
receive information in several different ways; verbal, the entrance white board, newsletters, personal notes, and text messages. Educators work closely
with community specialists and care providers to support children's additional needs.
Relationships with local community personnel, such as High School and Primary School staff and students, emergency services volunteers and the police,
and local businesses are well established.
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership
The Leadership at Gladstone Primary School is successfully leading educators, children and families with a continuous cycle of improvement; frequently
critically reflecting, evaluating, changing and celebrating successes. Gladstone Primary School has stable Educator Retention. The relief staff are consistent
and regular. All educators have a Professional Development Plan that complements the QIP and personal learning goals. Records are managed according
The Department of Education Policy's and Guidelines
Families and educators are well informed about The Department for Education and Gladstone Kindergarten complaints and grievance procedures.
Information is displayed.
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Quality Improvement Plan for
Gladstone Kindergarten

2021

Includes:
• Learning Improvement goals
• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will
provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.
• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.
• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.
For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:

1

To extend children's ability to communicate their mathematical thinking.

Challenge of practice:

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

When we implement a consistent whole site approach to encourage children to articulate their theories and ideas then we will improve children's ability to
express their problem solving processes.

Actions
Professional Learning in understanding children as
theory makers.
Continue Practitioners Inquiry

NQS links
QA 4.2

Programming - Focus on Assessment for Learning.
QA 1.1
Critically reflect as a team on children's theories, at
fortnightly Planning and Programming Meetings. Plan
and Brainstorm 'Possible Lines of Development' (PLOD).

Timeline

Reflect on with
the PQIP
Review.

Resources

Responsibility

Numeracy Guide Book
Indicators
Preschool and Literacy Matrix

Fortnightly Cycle Planning and Programming
Meetings
Student Free Days

Practice - Educators Model and Demonstrate
mathematical vocabulary and open ended questions
through participating in children's play. This will be
intentional from the PLOD.

QA 1.2

Fortnightly Cycle

Assessment - Educators practice and strengthen their skills in moving
base line data to programming to pedagogical documentation.
Educators will map children's process against the Preschool and
Literacy Matrix or Back to Front Maths Number Progressions.

QA 1.3

Fortnightly
Term 1 -Choose a
tracking tool.
Each term check
children's progress.

Success criteria

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Day/Programming Book
Children's Portfolios
Floorbooks

We will notice children's increased ability to recognise and express their problem solving processes
through pedagogical documentation.
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Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2:

1

Improve children's Receptive Language.

Challenge of practice:

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

When we incorporate strategies for inferencing and comprehension then we will see children actively inquiring and making meaning.

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Professional Development
- Use a Practitioners Inquiry approach for embedded
practice.
- Continuing support with Annie.

QA 4.2

Reflect on with
PQIP Review.

Literacy Guide
Journal Book of Progress
Levels of Questioning
Lisa Burman

Programming
- children's individual learning cycle - PLOD
- Non-contact built into teaching time to record with
children not about children.

QA 1.1

Fortnightly

Plan shows Receptive Language
specific intentions.
The Plan is shared with families
and emailed to Educators.

Practice - Educators model, narrate and participate in
children's play and targeted activities.
Set group times to have investigative discussions.
Set group times for planned Books.

QA 1.2

Weekly/
Fortnightly

Active Learning Environment of the
RRR Audit.
Speech Pathologist
Use small groups (max 10) for Group
discussions.

Assessment and Planning - Educators seek and
encourage children's point of view and ideas. These
are recorded and anyalysed to inform the cycle of
planning.

QA 1.3

Fortnightly
TROLL/PA Termly

Non-contact built into teaching time to
record with children not about
children.
TROLL/PA
Floorbooks

Success criteria

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Responsibility

We will see and hear children actively inquire to make make meaning. They will ask questions and
explain their ideas and thinking to others.
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Learning Improvement Plan

1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Goal 3:

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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National Quality Framework priorities
Priority

Continue the
development of the
Kindy Yard Extension.
Work towards children's
safety inspection by
Kidsafe SA

Improve systems to
interact with families
about their children's
learning.

NQS links

3.1.2
3.2.1
3.2.3
5.2.1
5.2.2

1.3.3
6.1.2

Key steps

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Increase shade over the softfall
climbing area with cantilever
umbrellas.

Term 1

Source, quote and order.

Liz & Beck

Plan and implement a Terminate
effective system to replace place
borders.

Term 1

Plan and source materials.

Liz, Beck and Tony

Install posts for hanging the hammock
providing an area for children to relax
in nature.

Term 1

Install once they have been Tony
delivered.

Plan and develop an area for the
worm farm.

Term 2

Monitor possible locations
Liz and Andrea
and source required materials
to set up the worm farm.

Start using the worm farm educating
school and kindy on caring for the
worms.

Term 3

Source worms and begin
using.

Develop the remaining garden beds.
Train trees and plants for maximum
supervision.

All Year

Update the Facebook Group.
Explore procedures/agreements to
upload children's photos.

Term 1

Source example
Liz, Beck and Jodie
procedures/agreements.
Examine the Department Policy.

Explore other technology forums for
sharing information between home and
kindy.

Term 2 & 3

Network with other sites and Liz, Beck and Jodie
visit to explore possible
software and apps.

Trial a possible system if an
appropriate system is identified.

Term 4

Liz and Andrea

Liz, Beck, Andrea and Jodie.

Beck, Andrea and Jodie
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal
Name

Liz Hughes
Date

9/2/2021

Approved by governing council chairperson
Name

Karen Ide
Date

9/02/2021

Approved by education director
Name

Rob Knight
Date

19/02/2021
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